Each paraphilia is a strategy for circumventing the individually encountered incompatibility of the saint and the sinner, the sacred and the profane, in erotosexualism. Money describes six strategies of circumvention. The allurement strategy used by telephone scatologists relies on displacement during the courtship phase. 47. Money J. Paraphth. motivation and nonjudgmentalism. Am J Psychother. 1988;42:260-262. What are paraphilia symptoms and signs? How do health professionals diagnose paraphilias? What is the treatment for paraphilia? What is the prognosis of paraphilia? Is it possible to prevent paraphilias? Medical Author: Roxanne Dryden-Edwards, MD. Therefore, many of the estimates on the prevalence of paraphilic disorders come from the number of people involved with the criminal-justice system due to pedophilia. Most individuals with this sexual deviation are men (3%-5% of the male population), with just 1%-6% of those individuals being women. However, women tend to be under-diagnosed with paraphilias, wrongly given the benefit of the doubt by those assessing their sexual behaviors. If we are not motivated to communicate with others, it probably does not matter what other skills we possess. It might be the fact that I want to influence the people around me with the knowledge and skills I have learned. When you have ignorance around, it makes it one 3 reason that members of large, powerful groups often think they do not need to know much about other cultures; there is simply no incentive. Many attitudes present intercultural communication competence, including tolerance for ambiguity, empathy and Nonjudgmentalism. Tolerance for ambiguity refers to the ease in dealing with situations in which much is unknown. It is also one of the most difficult things to earn.